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Once you've tasted boutique audio, you're definitely spoiled. A good piece of handmade gear is like a fine meal at a gourmet restaurant-not food from a formula-based
chain restaurant. So, like great chefs, the boutique designers toil away on their
respective benches making us really great pieces of flexible pro-audio equipment,
and each one is as unique as they are. One of these audio culinary experts is Scott
LaChapell of LaChapell Audio. Scott is currently focused on a line of high-gain, tubebased mic preamps, and the 992EG is his latest creation. And man, what a creation,
as this is a fantastic preamp! So, let's start with the specs (which are impressive) and
go from there. The 992EG (EG as in extra gain) utilizes Jensen JT-115k transformers
on the input side and Jensen JT-11-BM transformers on the output side. Our review
unit, the premium tube version, has two ECC83 new-old-stock Telefunken tubes (per
channel) in between these transformers, and is thus capable of 74 dB of internal
gain. The 992EG is on one hand very clean-in layout, looks and performance-but
also gives back something when pushed. This is because the topology provides that
warm harmonic distortion that we have come to love from older gear. In a 2RUheight chassis, the 992EG is simply laid out with two large VU meters; large
aluminum knobs for input and output level; LED-indicated switches for the meter,
phantom power, -20 dB pad, polarity-reverse, and channel on/mute; Hi-Z inputs; and
a power switch in the middle. Settings are very easy to check regardless of where
the unit ends up in the rack. All in all, this is very nice design and a pleasure to look
at. When we got the 992EG, we had just begun tracking new songs for a new
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Calexico record, which we followed with basic tracks for a new Neko Case record.
Oddly enough, our venerable Telefunken V 76 had decided to quit working the week
before, and we really love that preamp for kick drum and bass. Well, since the
992EG was shipped with those Telefunken tubes, it seemed the obvious choice to try
it out on the kick. Those of you who have read some of my previous reviews have
heard me go on about how John Convertino plays a bass drum and not a kick drum.
He uses vintage Ludwig or Gretsch drums and prefers a 20" drum with no damping
inside and no hole in the head. The idea is to get "boom" and not "twack" or worse,
the modern day sound of a wooden spoon on a 2x4. His style is very dynamic and
jazz-oriented and can range from a soft "ba-bump" to a big "ka-boom" with quite a
bit of sustain. When we used our trusty AT4047 on his drum with the 992EG, it was
like someone had given us new speakers. The clarity and detail on the low end was
so rich and warm it made you smile. Even though we were tracking to the computer
(yes it's true!!!), with the 992EG, I could have sworn we were listening back to the 2"
16-track at 15 IPS! Fantastic! Okay, so since we've got two channels-how about that
snare drum? Well once again, the 992EG delivered beyond our expectations. All the
nuances and subtleties of the brushes on the snare head came through, and the way
it handled the transients allowed us to set it and not worry when there were those
Convertino sudden rimshots that really make the snare bark. In fact, we began to
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notice that when pushed, the 992EG added some of that
warmgritthattheV76adds.The992EGgaveusthattube compression/distortion that is
what rock-n-roll should have in it to begin with. Needless to say, after that, we used
it on the standup bass, piano, cello, vibes, organ, Omnichord, marimba, thunder
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drum, cuatro, nylon guitar, trumpet, pedal steel, and all manners of instruments
that get thrown into and onto a Calexico record. We had equally great success on
the basic tracks for Neko's session as well, but so far only got to use it for the drums
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and bass. Unfortunately, I won't be able to try it on her huge voice until after this
review comes out, so you will have to find me at
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PotLuckContofindouthowitdidthere. But where the 992EG really showed its true
strength was during mixing. Every track that was recorded through the 992EG
sounded like it had come from the 2". In fact, way too much of the record was done
on that "Left Empty" version of Pro Tools, and I was dreading how un-WaveLab the
record might be. Fortunately, the way the 992EG added its analog magic made the
PT LE tracks sound really great, and the only way to really tell that the recordings
were digital was the missing tape hiss! The 992EG streets for $3550 with premium
tubes and $3300 with standard tubes. That's $1675 per channel for an instant
classic! ($4249 MSRP premium, $3900 standard; www.lachapellaudio.com)
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386 Dual Vacuum Tube Preamp

J99 Preamp Kit, C84 Preamp Kit

Biz Mic Preamp

BY ROB LODES

BY CHUCK HANNING

BY ANDY HONG

More and more the computer is becoming a part of the
studio. In many studios it has even replaced the tape
machine. Because of this many companies are putting a lot of
effort in to creating tools for...

I have a confession to make. David Royer got me started on
something. After performing his tube upgrade to the MXL
2001 mic (Tape Op #25), I became thoroughly hooked on all
things DIY. Later, I...

I've run out of room in my 11-space 500-series chassis to hold
all the mic preamps I'd like to put into it. And my rack isn't
big enough for a second chassis, so I end up powering down
my chassis and...
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Si 500-Series Mic Preamp

Mogaine Ribbon Mic Pre-Preamp

TubeFire 8 Preamp W/ FireWire

BY JOEL HAMILTON

BY GARRETT HAINES

BY JOEL PATTERSON

Every time I record something, I am thankful that I have the
right tools to simply get things rolling for the client. I don't
make them stand around for hours, nor do I need the
drummer to play the...

Many of us love ribbon mics. Arguably, they can be the best
option for some sources. But even fans know how low the
output level of ribbons can be. Active ribbon mics have
appeared in recent years,...

The majorly major thing that's cool about this excellentlyrealized single-rackspace eight-channel mic+line
preamp/DI/FireWire computer interface/monitor is what I'd
call the "Fairy Godmother" factor:...
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1023 Mic Preamp & EQ

DTC Double Channel Strip

MP-2NV 2 Channel Mic Pre

BY ALLEN FARMELO

BY PETE WEISS

BY LARRY CRANE

Brent Averill Enterprises, simply known as BAE these days, is
perhaps the best-known builder of Neve-style preamps, and
for good reason as their designs indeed capture the behavior,
tone, and...

MindPrint has recently unleashed a few nifty devices of the
"channel strip" variety, and the DTC (Dual Tube Channel),
designed with the help of award-winning Euro guitarist
Thomas Blug and Hughes...

This is another fine product in the "Mercenary Edition" line,
meaning that it's endorsed, used by and has passed the test of
Fletcher and crew at Mercenary Audio. It's two channels of
solid state...
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Jim Williams: Behind
The Gear With Audio
Upgrades
BY MIKE JASPER

Jim Williams has spent much
of his 56 years working with
some of the biggest names in
the music business, including
Frank Zappa, John
McLaughlin and Stevie
Wonder. He's the owner of
Audio Upgrades,...
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Restoring The "Holy
Grail Of Compressors":
Behind The Scenes At
The Vintage King Tech
Shop

From WWII Planes To
Stax Consoles: Behind
The Gear With Bill
Cheney & The History
Of Spectra Sonics

Rich Williams: Behind
The Gear With Burl
Audio

BY

BY JOHN BACCIGALUPPI, LARRY CRANE

Vintage King co-founder
Michael Nehra shares some
of his love, knowledge, and
practical advice for diving
into the world of vintage
audio gear, and then takes us
behind the scenes for a walk
through...

Bill Cheney and Jim Romney
are the men responsible for
keeping the amazing legacy
of Spectra Sonics, a
legendary, if criminally
unheralded, pro-audio
company alive.

BY LARRY CRANE

Burl Audio, under the
direction of owner/designer
Rich Williams, has developed
some of the best new
recording equipment over
the last eight years. Their mic
preamps, summing amps,
and control room...
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